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My presentation is an oral reading of my piece “How to Survive Thanksgiving With Your 
Conservative Relatives”. “How to Survive” is a satirical take on "How-To" articles that seem to 
be cropping up in every corner of the internet these days. It was originally written for Professor 
Adams’ Feature Writing class last semester. It is, at its core, a humor piece. I meant for it to poke 
fun at both the well-meaning but ultimately condescending extreme liberalism of the college set 
(something I myself am guilty of espousing) and of the chaotic nature of spending valued days of 
the year with people you have nothing in common with besides blood. This work was inspired by 
real life experiences, a claim I think most creative presentations can make, and I wrote it over the 
course of two days during my own Thanksgiving break.  
 
But more than a mere pulpit to mock the peculiarities of my specific family, I tried to write a 
piece that speaks to the general, if not wholly universal ideas of identity. This is why I think the 
piece fits well into the theme of Identities, and how the ways we distinguish ourselves as 
individuals. Especially at the young age of 18 or 19, the way we define ourselves is very much 
rooted to being in opposition of everything our family–our previous support system for viewing 
the world–stands for. If our cousin looks at us the wrong way, we now have the language to yell 
at them in a way that sounds impressive, but is ultimately just another way of rebelling against 
the status quo as we make our own way in the world. 
 
